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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a fuel injector for use
in internal combustion engines. In particular, the inven-
tion relates to a fuel injector having an integrated pres-
sure sensor for determining the pressure in a combustion
chamber of the engine.
[0002] During operation of an internal combustion en-
gine, combustion of fuel occurs in one or more combus-
tion chambers defined, in part, by associated cylinders
provided in an engine cylinder block. The volume of each
combustion chamber is determined by the position of a
reciprocating piston, and gases are admitted to and ex-
hausted from the combustion chamber by way of inlet
and exhaust valves provided in a cylinder head. The pres-
sure of gases within a combustion chamber at a given
time is determined by, amongst other parameters, the
position of the piston and the open or closed arrangement
of the valves.
[0003] In a diesel (compression ignition) engine, fuel
is admitted to the combustion chamber through a fuel
injector. The timing of the fuel injection event and the
quantity of fuel delivered with each injection are crucial
to the smooth running and fuel efficiency of the engine.
For example, the injection event should occur at a point
in the compression cycle when the temperature of the
gases in the combustion chamber is sufficient to cause
spontaneous ignition and complete combustion of the
fuel, and when the piston is suitably positioned to allow
the maximum force to be transmitted from the combust-
ing gases. Furthermore, the burning characteristics of
the fuel, and the force available from combustion, depend
on the pressure in the combustion chamber at injection.
[0004] In order to optimise combustion, it is known to
measure the combustion chamber pressure during the
combustion cycle. The output of such a measurement is
fed into an engine control unit where it can be used, along
with other parameters, to determine the optimum timing
and duration of the fuel injection event. Combustion
chamber pressure measurement is also desirable in pet-
rol (spark ignition) engines, where the timing of fuel in-
jection events and ignition sparks can be optimised if the
combustion chamber pressure is known. In both types
of engine, measurement of the combustion chamber
pressure can give useful diagnostic information, for ex-
ample to indicate leakage of gases past the piston or
valves.
[0005] In order to measure the combustion chamber
pressure, a pressure sensor is required, and several ar-
rangements of combustion chamber pressure sensors
are known in the art.
[0006] In one example, a pressure sensor is mounted
in a bore in the cylinder head. However, this arrangement
is not always convenient because the cylinder head must
accommodate a number of other components and there
may not be sufficient space available in the cylinder head
to accommodate the required bore.
[0007] In another arrangement, the chamber pressure

sensor is integrated into a glow plug. For example, in
United States Patent No. 6 539 787 B1, the pressure in
the combustion chamber is communicated mechanically
to a pressure sensor by way of a sheath and a shaft.
Although incorporating the pressure sensor within the
glow plug removes the need for a separate bore in the
cylinder head, this arrangement requires that wiring be
provided between the glow plug and the fuel injection
control unit, which would not otherwise be present. Of
course, this arrangement cannot be used where glow
plugs are not present, as is the case in petrol engines or,
commonly, large diesel engines.
[0008] Another alternative arrangement is to provide
a pressure sensor incorporated into a sealing washer or
gasket, as described in Japanese Patent No. JP 9 049
483. In that case, a pressure sensor is located between
a seating surface of a bore in the cylinder head of a petrol
engine and a seating surface of a spark plug located in
the bore. The pressure sensor detects the displacement
of the spark plug relative to the cylinder head to give an
indication of the combustion chamber pressure, which
acts on the chamber-side face of the spark plug. This
arrangement is disadvantageous because the pressure
sensor can be damaged during assembly and mainte-
nance of the engine components. Against this back-
ground, it would be desirable to provide an alternative
arrangement for a cylinder pressure sensor that allevi-
ates or overcomes the abovementioned difficulties.
[0009] According to the present invention as defined
in claim 1, there is provided a fuel injector comprising an
injector body, a capnut, and a pressure sensor exposed
to pressure changes in a combustion chamber, in use,
wherein the pressure sensor is accommodated within the
capnut.
[0010] Such an arrangement advantageously pro-
vides a pressure sensor integrated with a fuel injector,
so that additional bores in the cylinder head, or other
substantial modifications to conventional cylinder head
designs, are not required. Furthermore, the pressure
sensor can be provided without departing from preferred
fuel injector designs, so that the components controlling
the fuel delivery function need not be compromised by
the presence of the pressure sensor. In addition, the sig-
nal connections to the pressure sensor may be routed
from the injector to the same engine control unit as the
electrical connections to the fuel delivery components of
the fuel injector, thus simplifying the under-bonnet wiring
in comparison to other arrangements.
[0011] A fuel injector with an integrated pressure sen-
sor has been previously described in European Patent
No. EP 1 015 855 B1, in which a fuel injector with an
integrated fibre optic pressure sensor is contemplated.
However, significant modifications to the basic injector
design are required to accommodate the pressure sen-
sor. A passage must be provided adjacent to the nozzle
tip to allow communication between the pressure sensor
and the combustion chamber. Furthermore, a bore must
be provided through the injector body to accommodate
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the sensor and a fibre optic signal cable connecting with
the sensor.
[0012] The presence of such bores and passages can
weaken the structure of the injector, and such features
are particularly unsuitable when an accumulator volume
is provided within the injector, such as in the injector de-
scribed in the Applicant’s European Patent No. EP 0 995
901 B. Fuel at high pressure within the accumulator vol-
ume causes high stresses in the walls of the injector body.
If bores or grooves were present in these highly-stressed
walls, the risk of bursting would be greatly increased.
Because of the dimensional constraints on the injector
design due to the limited diameter of the bore in the cyl-
inder head, the walls of the injector body cannot be thick-
ened to accommodate a bore for the sensor or the signal
cable.
[0013] In the present invention, the pressure sensor is
provided in the capnut of the injector, outside the injector
body. This means that substantially no modification to
the basic design of the injector is required to accommo-
date the pressure sensor, so that the strength of the in-
jector is preserved. Furthermore, because capnuts are
a common feature of many injector designs, the pressure
sensor arrangement of the present invention can be ap-
plied to existing fuel injector designs without requiring
significant redesign. This is advantageous in terms of
cost and manufacturing efficiency, and also in that the
performance of the fuel injector is not compromised by
the requirement to accommodate the pressure-sensing
components.
[0014] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
fuel injector further comprises a signal cable external to
the injector body to connect with the pressure sensor. In
this arrangement, bores or passages need not be pro-
vided in the injector body to allow passage of the signal
cable.
[0015] Advantageously, the capnut is provided with a
flattened region over which the signal cable passes. The
injector body may carry a outer sleeve, such as a guid-
ance sleeve, and the signal cable may pass between the
injector body and the sleeve. Alternatively, the outer
sleeve may have a projection, the projection having an
opening through which the signal cable passes. These
features provides a means for the signal cable to pass
between the injector body and a wall of a bore in a cylinder
head in which the injector is inserted, in use, while allow-
ing the capnut and/or the sleeve to function in aligning
and sealing the injector within the cylinder head bore.
Conveniently, the signal cable is adhesively attached to
the injector body.
[0016] In an elegant arrangement, the signal cable has
a first portion parallel to a long axis of the fuel injector, a
second portion circumferential to the injector body, and
a third portion parallel to the first portion. Such an ar-
rangement can be used to conveniently connect the pres-
sure sensor in the capnut to a terminal connection of the
signal cable, when the pressure sensor and the terminal
connection lie at different angular orientations around the

injector body. To this end, the invention contemplates a
method for constructing a fuel injector, the method in-
cluding the step of selecting such a signal cable having
a second portion of appropriate length to permit connec-
tion between the pressure sensor and the terminal con-
nection of the signal cable.
[0017] The fuel injector of the present invention may
comprise a nozzle housing defining a space, wherein the
space is in communication with the combustion chamber
and the pressure sensor, in use. Furthermore, the fuel
injector may also include a sealing washer defining a
clearance between the sealing washer and the nozzle
housing, wherein the combustion chamber communi-
cates with the space by way of the clearance. These fea-
tures allow the pressure of the gases in the combustion
chamber to act upon the pressure sensor. To this end,
the pressure sensor preferably comprises a deformable
element which deforms in response to a pressure change
in the combustion chamber, in use.
[0018] In one arrangement, the pressure sensor fur-
ther comprises a piezoelectric device which responds
electrically to deformation of the deformable element. Al-
ternatively, the pressure sensor may further comprise a
piezoresistive device which responds electrically to de-
formation of the deformable element. For example, the
pressure sensor may comprise an electrically functional
polymer coating carried on the deformable element, the
coating being arranged to respond electrically to defor-
mation of the deformable element. The coating may be
piezoelectric or piezoresistive.
[0019] The pressure sensor may comprise a strain
gauge. A suitable strain gauge may, for example, be re-
sistive, piezoelectric or piezoresistive. Optionally, the de-
formable element is magnetostrictive to cause a change
in the electrical impedance of a coil in response to defor-
mation of the deformable element.
[0020] The deformable element may be embodied in
a variety of ways. For example, the deformable element
may comprise a diaphragm, or the deformable element
may comprise a tube coaxial with the capnut.
[0021] In a further example, the deformable element
comprises a membrane arranged to reflect a quantity of
light from a first optical guide into a second optical guide,
the quantity of light reflected being governed by the extent
of deformation of the membrane. When such a mem-
brane is provided in an optical pressure sensor, the signal
cable may conveniently comprise a fibre optic cable.
[0022] The signal cable may comprise one or more
flat, laminated conductors. A flat signal cable is advan-
tageous in that it can be arranged to lie flat on the surface
of the injector. The signal cable can therefore fit between
the injector and the wall of the bore in the cylinder head,
avoiding the need for additional bores or grooves in the
injector or the cylinder head.
[0023] To accommodate the pressure sensor, the cap-
nut may include an internal wall having a recess, at least
a part of the pressure sensor being accommodated within
the recess. The capnut is provided with a bore to accom-
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modate at least a part of the pressure sensor. Alterna-
tively, or in addition, the capnut may include an external
wall having a projection, at least a part of the pressure
sensor being accommodated within the projection. Fur-
thermore, the fuel injector may comprise two or more
pressure sensors accommodated within the capnut.
[0024] Certain embodiments of the present invention
are particularly advantageous in that, because the pres-
sure sensor is accommodated within the capnut, and the
signal cable is routed along the surface of the injector,
the injector can be accommodated within a standard in-
jector bore within a cylinder head. The pressure sensor
can therefore be provided without the need to depart from
existing cylinder head designs, and without the need to
provide extra bores in the cylinder head for the pressure
sensor or for the signal cable. In addition, sealing of the
injector in the cylinder head bore is straightforward.
[0025] In alternative embodiments of the present in-
vention, a longitudinal groove is provided in one side of
the cylinder head bore to accommodate a projection on
the capnut, in which the pressure sensor is housed, and
the signal cable. In this case, the modification required
to existing cylinder head designs is minimal, and the pres-
ence of the projection and the groove advantageously
allows the injector to be aligned correctly within the cyl-
inder head during fitting.
[0026] It should be noted that, while a capnut forming
part of the invention may carry an internal thread to mate
with an external thread carried on a portion of the injector,
the invention also contemplates a capnut in which inter-
nal threads are absent. In the latter case, the capnut may
mate with an externally smooth portion of the injector
body so that the capnut is an interference fit with a portion
of the injector body. Alternatively, such a non-threaded
capnut may be held on the injector body by other means,
such as with an external clamping means or by a sol-
dered, welded, brazed or adhesive joint. In this specifi-
cation, unless indicated otherwise by the context, the
term ’capnut’ should be taken to encompass both thread-
ed and non-threaded variants.
[0027] Preferred embodiments of the invention will
now be described, by way of example only, with reference
to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective drawing, broken length-
ways, of a fuel injector according to a first embodi-
ment of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of the
fuel injector of Figure 1, when mounted in a bore in
a cylinder block;

Figure 3 is a larger-scale cross-sectional drawing of
part of the fuel injector of Figures 1 and 2, when
mounted in a bore in a cylinder block;

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of a fuel
injector according to a second embodiment of the

present invention, when mounted in a bore in a cyl-
inder block;

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of a fuel
injector according to a third embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of a fuel
injector according to a fourth embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 7 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of a fuel
injector according to a fifth embodiment of the
present invention, when mounted in a bore in a cyl-
inder block;

Figure 8 is a larger-scale cross-sectional drawing of
part of the fuel injector of Figure 7;

Figure 9 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of a fuel
injector according to a sixth embodiment of the
present invention, when mounted in a bore in a cyl-
inder block;

Figure 10 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of a
fuel injector according to a seventh embodiment of
the present invention, when mounted in a bore in a
cylinder block;

Figure 11 is a perspective drawing, broken length-
ways, of a fuel injector according to a eighth embod-
iment of the present invention; and

Figure 12 is a cross-sectional drawing of part of the
fuel injector of Figure 11, when mounted in a bore in
a cylinder block.

[0028] In the remainder of this specification, the terms
’upper’ and ’lower’ refer to the orientation of the fuel in-
jectors shown in the accompanying drawings. However,
it will be appreciated that, in use, a fuel injector could be
disposed with any appropriate spatial orientation. The
terms ’outer’ and ’inner’ are used with reference to an
origin lying on the long axis of the fuel injector.
[0029] Referring to Figures 1 to 3, in a first embodiment
of the present invention there is provided a fuel injector
20 comprising a generally tubular injector body 22. The
injector body 22 houses components arranged to allow
control of the passage of fuel from a fuel inlet 24 to outlets
26 provided in a nozzle housing 28 which abuts the low-
ermost end of the injector body 22. Such an arrangement
of components and their operation is described, for ex-
ample, in the Applicant’s European Patent No. EP 0 995
901 B. In this arrangement, in use, a piezoelectric actu-
ator controls the movement of a valve needle housed in
the nozzle housing 28. When required, the actuator is
energised by an external power source which communi-
cates with the actuator through electrical connections 30
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provided at the upper end of the injector body 22, close
to the fuel inlet 24.
[0030] As can be seen most clearly in Figure 2, the
nozzle housing 28 has a lower portion 32 comprising a
tube with a substantially closed end in which the fuel out-
lets 26 are provided, a collar portion 34 and an upper
portion 36. The diameter of the upper portion 36 is slightly
smaller than the diameter of the lower end of the injector
body 22, and the collar portion 34 and lower portion 32
have successively smaller diameters. The nozzle hous-
ing 28 and the injector body 22 are held firmly in contact
by a capnut 38, as will now be described.
[0031] The capnut 38 is generally tubular and compris-
es an upper portion 40 and a lower portion 42. The upper
portion 40 has an internal diameter similar to the external
diameter of the injector body 22, and carries internal
screw threads. Complementary external screw threads
are provided on the lowermost region of the injector body
22, so that the capnut 38 can be screw-mounted onto
the injector body 22. The lower portion 42 of the capnut
38 has an internal diameter slightly larger than the collar
portion 34 of the nozzle housing 28. The difference in
internal diameter of the upper 40 and lower 42 portions
of the capnut 38 provides a shoulder 44 inside the capnut
38. The interface between the upper portion 36 and the
collar portion 34 defines a stepped surface 46 of the noz-
zle housing 28 which abuts the shoulder 44. The upper
portion 36 of the nozzle housing 28 is located between
the bottom of the injector body 22 and the shoulder 44
of the capnut 38, and the collar portion 34 and the lower
portion 32 of the nozzle housing 28 extend through a
bore of the lower portion 42 of the capnut 38.
[0032] Thus, when the capnut 38 is screwed on to the
injector body 22, the shoulder 44 acts against the stepped
surface 46 of the nozzle housing 28. In this way, the cap-
nut 38 provides a clamping force to hold the nozzle hous-
ing 28 against the end surface of the injector body 22.
The magnitude of the clamping force, which is deter-
mined by the extent to which the capnut 38 is screwed
on to the injector body 22, is sufficient to create a seal
between the nozzle housing 28 and the injector body 22.
This seal is sufficient to prevent the escape of high-pres-
sure fuel from within the injector body 22 and nozzle
housing 28.
[0033] In use, the fuel injector 22 is mounted in a bore
48 in a cylinder head 50 of an internal combustion engine.
The bore 48 in the cylinder head 50 comprises a first,
lowermost section 52 having a diameter slightly larger
than the lower portion 32 of the nozzle housing 28, and
which receives part of the nozzle housing 28, a second
section 54 which has a diameter similar to the external
diameter of the capnut 38, and a third, uppermost section
56 having a diameter larger than the external diameter
of the injector body 22. In accordance with known meth-
ods, the injector 20 is held within the cylinder head bore
48 by means of a clip or other suitable arrangement (not
shown) engageable with a mounting ring or flange 58
(identified only in Figure 1). The lowermost section 52 of

the bore 48 opens into a combustion chamber 51 of the
cylinder head 50. The capnut 38 is a tight fit in the second
section 54 of the cylinder head bore 48. This ensures
that the fuel injector 20 is disposed centrally and axially
with respect to the bore 48. A sealing washer 60 is pro-
vided between a sealing surface 62 of the bore 48 and
an end surface 64 of the capnut 38 to provide a gas-tight
seal. This seal prevents combustion gases escaping from
the combustion chamber through the cylinder head bore
48.
[0034] As can be seen in Figure 1, an outer guidance
sleeve 66 is carried on the injector body 22 close to the
uppermost end of the fuel injector 20. The guidance
sleeve 66 is tubular, and has an external diameter similar
to the diameter of the third section 56 of the cylinder head
bore 48. The guidance sleeve 66 is therefore a tight fit in
the cylinder head bore 48, and thus serves in combination
with the capnut 38 to ensure that the injector 20 is dis-
posed centrally and axially with respect to the bore. The
guidance sleeve 66 further comprises an annular seal
68, which pushes radially against the wall of the bore 48
to provide a seal to prevent ingress of water from the
engine compartment to the cylinder head bore and to
further prevent leakage of gases from the combustion
chamber.
[0035] As shown most clearly in Figure 3, a cylindrical
recess 70 is provided in the wall of the capnut 38. The
cylinder axis of the recess 70 is perpendicular to the long
axis of the injector 20 and the recess 70 extends from
the inner surface of the capnut towards, but not to, the
outer surface of the capnut. A pressure sensor 72a is
located within the recess 70, between a back face 74 of
the recess 70 and the bore of the capnut 38.
[0036] The pressure sensor 72a comprises a deform-
able element in the form of a plate-like diaphragm 76a
supported on a tubular support structure 78a integrated
with the diaphragm 76a. The support structure 78a forms
the periphery of the sensor 72a, and the external surface
of the support structure 78a fits tightly against the internal
surface of the recess 70 to form a gas-tight seal. The
diaphragm 76a is made from an elastically-deformable
metallic material and includes a central land or projection
100.
[0037] As shown in Figures 2 and 3, when the fuel in-
jector 20 is mounted in the cylinder head 50, a space 80
between the diaphragm 76a and the nozzle housing 28
communicates with the first section 52 of the cylinder
head bore 48, and hence with the combustion chamber,
by way of a clearance 82 between the sealing washer 60
and the nozzle housing 28.
[0038] A piezoelectric device 84 is provided within the
pressure sensor 72a. The piezoelectric device 84 com-
prises a sandwich structure or stack having a first piezo-
electric element 86, a central electrode 88, and a second
piezoelectric element 90. The piezoelectric elements 86,
90 are made from a material with a high piezoelectric
coefficient such as gallium phosphate, quartz or lead zir-
conate titanate. Each piezoelectric element 86, 90 is disc-
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shaped, each having a first face adjacent to and in elec-
trical connection with the central electrode 88 and an
opposite second face. Each second face carries and is
in electrical connection with a respective connection pad
92, 94, the connection pads 92, 94 being disc-shaped
and made from an electrically conductive material so as
to form two ground electrodes. Both connection pads 92,
94 are electrically connected to a ground conductor 96
of a signal cable 98.
[0039] The piezoelectric device 84 and connection
pads 92, 94 are carried between the back face 74 of the
recess 70 and the projection 100 of the diaphragm 76a.
A bore or slot 102 extends from the recess 70 through
the wall of the capnut 38 to allow connection of the central
electrode 88 to a signal conductor 104 of the signal cable
98.
[0040] In use, a change in pressure in the combustion
chamber 51 is experienced in the space 80 and thus
causes the central projection 100 of the diaphragm 76a
to deflect along a radial axis with respect to the capnut
38. For example, if the pressure in the combustion cham-
ber increases, the central projection 100 of the dia-
phragm 76a responds by moving towards the back face
74 of the recess 70. This deflection compresses the pi-
ezoelectric elements 86, 90 and, in turn, causes a change
in electrical potential between the central electrode 88
and the connection pads 92, 94. Because the diaphragm
76a is resilient, any subsequent decrease in pressure
causes the diaphragm 76a, and hence the central pro-
jection 100, to move away from the back face 74 of the
recess 70, reducing the compression of the piezoelectric
elements 86, 90. The central electrode 88 and the con-
nection pads 92, 94 are connected to an electronic circuit
(not shown) comprising a charge amplifier by way of the
signal cable 98. The charge amplifier is arranged to apply
a substantially constant potential across the central elec-
trode 88 and the connection pads 92, 94 of the pressure
sensor 72a. A change in pressure within the combustion
chamber 51 is detected by measuring the charge re-
quired to keep the applied potential constant. With suit-
able calibration, the absolute pressure can be deter-
mined. The signal cable 98 is connected to an engine
control unit (not shown) where the pressure calculation
is performed automatically, giving a real-time determina-
tion of the pressure in the combustion chamber.
[0041] The signal cable 98, comprising the signal con-
ductor 104 and the ground conductor 96, is a laminated
cable with a flat cross-section. Each conductor 96, 104
of the signal cable 98 is encapsulated or laminated with
a polymeric insulating material to prevent short-circuiting.
For example, the conductors 96, 104 may be made from
copper foil and encapsulated between polyimide lamina-
tion layers.
[0042] As shown in Figure 1, the signal cable 98 pass-
es from the pressure sensor 72a in the capnut 38 to a
terminal connection 106. When the injector 20 is mounted
in the cylinder head 50, the terminal connection 106 is
accessible from outside the cylinder head 50 so that a

cable (not shown) from the engine control unit can be
connected to the terminal connection 106.
[0043] The signal cable 98 is routed along the surface
of the fuel injector 20, and is fixed to the injector 20 using
a suitable adhesive. No modification of the internal com-
ponents of the injector 20, which are responsible for fuel
delivery, is required because the cable 98 does not pass
through the injector body 22 or the nozzle housing 28.
As will now be described, special features are provided
which allow the signal cable 98 to be accommodated
between the outer surfaces of the injector 20 and the
bore 48 in the cylinder head 50.
[0044] As can be seen most clearly in Figure 1, the
capnut 38 has a rectangular flattened region 108 on its
outermost surface in the vicinity of the recess 70. Al-
though the capnut 38 is generally a tight fit in the second
section 54 of the cylinder head bore 48, as previously
described, the signal cable 98 can be accommodated
between the flattened region 108 of the capnut 38 and
the second section 54 of the cylinder head bore 48 as
shown in Figure 2.
[0045] From the capnut 38, the signal cable 98 extends
generally upwards and is accommodated within the
clearance between the injector body 22 and the wall of
the third section 56 of the cylinder bore 48. The signal
cable 98 passes beneath the guidance sleeve 66, and
hence contact between the seal 68 of the guidance
sleeve 66 and the wall of the third section 56 of the cyl-
inder head bore 48 is unbroken by the signal cable 98.
Furthermore, the innermost surface (not shown) of the
guidance sleeve 66 is coated with adhesive, such as a
heat activated resin or a meltable polymer, so as to en-
sure that liquids or gases cannot pass the seal where the
signal cable 98 passes under the guidance sleeve 66.
[0046] In one method of assembling the injector 20 of
Figure 1, the capnut 38 is screwed on to the injector body
22 before the signal cable 98 is attached to the surface
of the injector 20. In some cases, the flattened region
108 on the capnut 38 may be angularly misaligned with
the desired location of the terminal connection 106, as
shown in Figure 1. For example, with reference to the
long axis of the injector 20, the terminal connection 106
may be at a first angle with respect to the fuel inlet 24
while the flattened region 108 on the capnut 38 may be
at a second, different angle. To address this, the signal
cable 98 comprises a lower portion 110, aligned with the
flattened region 108 on the capnut 38, an upper portion
112, aligned with the terminal connection 106 and parallel
to the lower portion 110, and a perpendicular or cranked
portion 114 lying circumferentially on the injector body
22 to connect the lower and upper portions 110, 112.
[0047] Further embodiments of the invention will now
be described. In the accompanying drawings, like fea-
tures of the second and subsequent embodiments share
like reference signs with the corresponding features of
the first embodiment.
[0048] Referring to Figure 4, in a second embodiment
of the present invention there is provided a fuel injector
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similar to the fuel injector of the first embodiment, except
in that the pressure sensor 72b comprises a diaphragm
76b made from a magnetostrictive material. The dia-
phragm 76b is supported on an integral tubular support
structure 78b, which fits tightly into the recess 70 in the
capnut 38. The diaphragm 76b also has a cylindrical land
or projection extending from the outermost face of the
diaphragm so as to form a central pole 114. The central
pole 114 projects towards and abuts against the back
face 74 of the recess 70 in the capnut 38, so as to support
the central region of the diaphragm 76b. To reduce the
stiffness of the diaphragm 76b, a blind bore 116 extends
from the innermost face of the diaphragm 76b into the
central pole 114. An electric coil or winding 118, which
is connected to the signal conductor 104 of the signal
cable 98, is wound around the central pole 114 behind
the diaphragm 76b.
[0049] When the innermost face of the diaphragm 76b
is subjected to a change in pressure within the space 80
due to a change in the pressure in the combustion cham-
ber 51, the diaphragm 76b deflects. The resulting strain
in the material of the diaphragm 76b causes the magnetic
permeability of the diaphragm 76b to change. The
change in magnetic permeability causes a corresponding
change in the electrical impedance of the coil 118. The
coil impedance, monitored externally by way of the signal
cable 98, can then be used with appropriate calibration
to determine the pressure acting on the diaphragm 76b
and hence the combustion chamber pressure.
[0050] In a third embodiment of the present invention,
a fuel injector is provided with a capnut 38 as illustrated
in Figure 5, in which the injector body is not shown for
clarity.
[0051] In this embodiment, a cylindrical bore 102a is
provided within the lower portion 42 of the capnut 38.
The bore 102a extends from the outer surface of the cap-
nut 38 along an axis which is perpendicular to the long
axis of the injector.
[0052] The bore 102a communicates with a cylindrical
cut-out or recess 70a formed in the wall of the capnut 38.
The bore 102a has a slightly larger diameter than the
recess 70a, so as to form a shoulder 70b of the capnut
38 where the bore 102a meets the recess 70a. A pressure
sensor 72 is located within the bore 102a. The pressure
sensor 72 abuts the shoulder 70b. The pressure sensor
72 may be fixed within the bore 102a by way of welded
joints, or may alternatively or in addition be brazed, glued,
or form an interference fit within the bore 102a. The pres-
sure sensor 72 and the bore 102a may be provided with
complementary screw threads, so that the pressure sen-
sor 72 may be screwed into the bore 102a during man-
ufacture of the injector. The pressure sensor 72 forms a
gas-tight seal with the capnut 38. For example, a gas-
tight seal may be formed by virtue of an interference fit
of the pressure sensor 72 within the bore 102a, by a weld
between the pressure sensor 72 and the bore 102a, or
by any other suitable means. The pressure sensor 72
may be provided as a stand-alone or sealed unit, and

may be of any suitable type. In this way, the pressure
sensor 72 may be tested for functionality before fitting to
the bore 102a.
[0053] As in previous embodiments, a signal cable 98
extends from the pressure sensor 72 along the outer sur-
face of the capnut 38, so as to lie between the capnut 38
and the bore of a cylinder head (not shown), in use.
[0054] The pressure sensor 72 partially extends into
the recess 70a, so that a sensor element of the pressure
sensor 72 experiences any change in pressure in the
recess 70a. When the injector is mounted in the cylinder
head, the recess 70a is in communication with a com-
bustion chamber of the cylinder head, so that the pres-
sure in the combustion chamber can be determined.
[0055] By virtue of the arrangement of the bore 102a
and the recess 70a in the capnut 38, the capnut 38 of
this third embodiment can be manufactured without dif-
ficulty, for example by modification of capnuts manufac-
tured to an existing design.
[0056] In a fourth embodiment of the present invention,
a fuel injector is provided with a capnut 38 as illustrated
in Figure 6, in which the injector body is not shown for
clarity.
[0057] The fourth embodiment of the invention is sim-
ilar to the third embodiment, except in that the capnut 38
is provided with a bore 102c which extends from the outer
surface of the capnut 38 along an axis which lies at an
angle to the long axis of the injector. Therefore, unlike
the bores 102, 102a of the injectors of Figures 2, 3, 4 and
5, the bore 102c does not extend perpendicularly to the
long axis of the injector.
[0058] The bore 102c communicates with a cut-out or
recess 70c formed in the wall of the capnut 38. An annular
projection or ridge 70d of the capnut 38 is provided where
the bore 102c meets the recess 70c. A pressure sensor
72 is located within the bore 102c so that substantially
all of the sensor 72 is received within the bore 102c. The
pressure sensor 72 abuts the ridge 70d. The pressure
sensor 72 may be fixed within the bore 102c by way of
welded joints, or by other means as described with ref-
erence to Figure 5. As in the third embodiment, the pres-
sure sensor 72 forms a gas-tight seal within the capnut
38, for example by means of a weld between the pressure
sensor 72 and the ridge 70d, or by virtue of an interfer-
ence fit between the pressure sensor 72 and the bore
102c.
[0059] The pressure sensor 72 partially extends into
the recess 70c, so that a sensor element of the pressure
sensor 72 is exposed to pressure changes within the re-
cess 70c and hence to the pressure changes within the
combustion chamber, in use.
[0060] Because the bore 102c extends at an angle to
the long axis of the injector, the length of the bore 102c
is long enough to accommodate a relatively long pres-
sure sensor 72, such as an optical pressure sensor, with-
in the capnut 38.
[0061] In a fifth embodiment of the present invention,
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, a fuel injector similar to that
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of the first to fourth embodiments is provided with an al-
ternative arrangement of the capnut 38c and pressure
sensor 72c. The pressure sensor 72c comprises a de-
formable element in the form of a magnetostrictive tube
120 and a coil or winding assembly 122. The magneto-
strictive tube 120 is coaxial with the injector body 22 and
the capnut 38c and is accommodated between the lower
portion 42c of the capnut 38c and the nozzle housing 28.
The lowermost end of the tube 120 is shaped into an
outwardly-directed flange 124, and the upper face 126
of this flange abuts the lowermost end of the capnut 38c.
When the injector is in position in the cylinder head 50,
the flange 124 of the tube 120 is therefore clamped be-
tween the capnut 38c and the sealing washer 60. The
uppermost end of the tube 120 fits tightly into the capnut
38c to afford a gas-tight seal between the tube 120 and
the capnut 38c.
[0062] As shown most clearly in Figure 8, the coil or
winding assembly 122, comprising a coil 126 of electri-
cally conductive wire encapsulated in an insulating ma-
terial 128, is disposed around the tube 120. The coil 126
is in electrical communication with a signal conductor (not
shown in Figure 8) of the signal cable 98. The capnut
38c has an increased diameter in the vicinity of the coil
assembly 122 to accommodate the coil assembly 122,
and an opening 130 through which a projection 132 of
the coil assembly 122 protrudes.
[0063] In use, the space 134 between the innermost
surface of the tube 120 and the nozzle housing 28 com-
municates with the first section 52 of the cylinder head
bore 48, and hence with the combustion chamber, by
way of the clearance 82 between the sealing washer 60
and the nozzle housing 28. When the pressure in the
combustion chamber 51 changes, the pressure within
the space 134, which acts on the innermost surface of
the tube 120, also changes. The tube 120 responds to
such a change in pressure by elastically deforming. The
resulting strain in the material of the tube 120 causes the
magnetic permeability of the tube 120 to change and the
change in magnetic permeability causes a corresponding
change in the electrical impedance of the coil 126 which
can be measured and interpreted in the engine control
unit to determine the combustion chamber pressure.
[0064] Referring to Figure 9, in a sixth embodiment of
the present invention there is provided a fuel injector sim-
ilar to that of the fifth embodiment, except in that the coil
element is not present. Instead, the pressure sensor 72d
has a strain gauge element 136, comprising a strain
gauge 138 and an encapsulation 140, disposed around
the tube 120. In this embodiment, the tube 120 need not
be magnetostrictive, but could instead be formed from
another suitable material. As before, the tube 120 elas-
tically deforms in response to changes in the combustion
chamber pressure.
[0065] The strain gauge 138 includes a coil of wire
which, when deformed by the action of the tube 120, un-
dergoes changes in length and cross-sectional area and
hence a change in resistance. For example, if the tube

120 is displaced outwards by an increase in pressure
within the space 134, the diameter of the wire coil in-
creases. As a consequence, the length of the wire in the
coil increases and, correspondingly, the cross-sectional
area of the wire decreases. Because the conductive
cross-section of the coil is now smaller, and the length
of the conductive path is longer, the resistance of the
strain gauge 138 increases. Similarly, upon a reduction
in the combustion chamber pressure, the resistance of
the strain gauge 138 decreases. The wire coil is connect-
ed to the signal conductor (not shown in Figure 9) of the
signal cable 98 to allow such changes in resistance to
be measured. The resistance changes are interpreted in
the engine control unit to determine the combustion
chamber pressure. Alternatively, the strain gauge may
be of a conventional type (not shown), comprising a pi-
ezoresistive conductor laminated in a polymeric insulat-
ing material and connected to a signal conductor of the
signal cable. When the tube 120 deflects as a result of a
change in the combustion chamber pressure, the length
and therefore the resistance of the strain gauge changes.
The resistance of the strain gauge can be measured and
interpreted to determine the combustion chamber pres-
sure as previously described.
[0066] Referring to Figure 10, in a seventh embodi-
ment of the present invention, a fuel injector is provided
which is similar to that of the sixth embodiment, except
in that the pressure sensor 72e comprises an electrically
functional polymer coating 142 carried on the outer sur-
face of the tube 120 in place of the strain gauge. A con-
ductive electrode 144 is carried on the outer surface of
the polymer coating 142 and is connected to a signal
conductor (not shown in Figure 10) of the signal cable
98. An encapsulation 146 covers the electrode 144 and
the polymer coating 142. Part of the encapsulation 146
extends into the opening 130 in the capnut 38c.
[0067] When a change in combustion chamber pres-
sure causes pressure in the space 134 to change, the
tube 120 is caused to deform and the polymer coating
142 changes in length, which causes a change in the
electrical response of the polymer. For example, the pol-
ymer may be piezoelectric, in which case the change in
electrical potential across the coating 142 can be meas-
ured to determine the combustion chamber pressure. Al-
ternatively, the polymer could be piezoresistive, in which
case the resistance of the coating 142 can be monitored
to determine the pressure.
[0068] Referring to Figures 11 and 12, according to a
eighth embodiment of the present invention, there is pro-
vided a fuel injector 200 which differs from the previous
embodiments in the arrangement of the capnut 38f, the
pressure sensor 72f, the signal cable 98f and the guid-
ance sleeve 66f.
[0069] The capnut 38f is generally tubular with an up-
per portion 40f and a lower portion 42f. The internal di-
ameter of the lower portion 42f of the capnut 38f is slightly
larger than the collar portion 34 of the nozzle housing 28,
as in the previous embodiments. However, in this em-
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bodiment, the internal diameter of the upper portion 40f
of the capnut 38f is the same as the external diameter of
the lowermost end of the injector body 22f, and no screw
threads are provided, so that the capnut 38f is an inter-
ference fit or push fit onto the injector body 22f. A step
or shoulder 202, formed on the outer wall of the capnut
38f, allows the capnut 38f to be pushed on to the injector
body 22f with a suitable tool during manufacture of the
injector 200. In this way, the wall of the capnut 38f can
be placed under tension, so as to provide a clamping
force to clamp the nozzle housing 28 to the injector body
22f.
[0070] The capnut 38f has a projection 204 extending
outwards from a region of its outside wall and running
substantially along the length of the capnut 38f. The pro-
jection 204 is part-cylindrical, and the cylinder axis of the
projection 204 lies parallel to the long axis of the injector
200.
[0071] A blind bore 206 extends along the length of
the projection 204, parallel to the long axis of the injector
200. The blind bore 206 communicates with the space
80 between the nozzle housing 28 and the capnut 38f,
and hence the combustion chamber 51, by way of a pas-
sage 208 through the lower portion 42f of the capnut 38f.
[0072] An optical pressure sensor 72f is disposed with-
in the blind bore 206. The sensor 72f comprises first and
second optical guides (not shown), a deformable element
comprising a membrane 210 at the tip of a probe 212,
and an externally threaded collar 214. An upper portion
216 of the blind bore 206 has a complementary internal
thread to receive the collar 214. When the sensor 72f is
mounted in the blind bore 206, the meshing threads of
the collar 214 and the blind bore 206 serve to prevent
gas escaping from the blind bore 206 into the cylinder
head bore 48.
[0073] The operation of such an optical pressure sen-
sor 72f is described in more detail in, for example, Euro-
pean Patent No. EP 1 015 855 B1. In brief, light passes
through the first optical guide within the probe 212 and
reflects from a surface of the membrane 210 internal to
the probe 212. The reflected light passes into and along
the second optical guide within the probe 212. The mem-
brane 210 is arranged so that, upon deflection of the
membrane 210 due to a change in combustion chamber
pressure being experienced in the space 80, the light
intensity entering the second optical guide changes. With
suitable calibration, the combustion chamber pressure
can be determined within the engine control unit from
measurements of the reflected light intensity.
[0074] The signal cable 98f comprises a fibre optic ca-
ble, having first and second optical guides (not shown)
to communicate with the respective two optical guides
within the probe 212. The signal cable 98f connects the
first optical guide of the probe 212 to a light source (not
shown) and the second optical guide of the probe to a
light intensity detector (not shown). Conveniently, the
light source and detector are located in close proximity
to one another, for example in an auxiliary electronic unit

(not shown). The signal cable 98f is mounted in the collar
214 of the probe 212, and may be integral with the probe
212 and/or the collar 214. Because such a fibre optic
signal cable 98f is generally intolerant to kinking or sharp
bending, the signal cable 98f extends directly from the
capnut 38f towards the guidance sleeve 66f, parallel to
the long axis of the injector 200. Flats 218 are provided
on the signal cable 98f adjacent to the collar 214 to assist
in mounting the probe 212 and the signal cable 98f in the
blind bore 206 during assembly.
[0075] In order to accommodate the capnut projection
204 and the signal cable 98f within the cylinder head bore
48, a groove 220 is provided down one side of the bore
48, as shown in Figure 12. As shown in Figure 11, the
seal 68f of the guidance sleeve 66f has a projection 222,
which locates within the groove 220 and seals against
the wall of the groove 220. The signal cable 98f passes
through an opening in the projection 222 of the guidance
sleeve seal 68f, the opening forming a liquid and gas-
tight seal around the signal cable 98f. The mounting ring
58f also has a corresponding projection 224 to locate
within the groove 220, this projection 224 similarly having
an opening through which the signal cable 98f passes.
[0076] The fibre optic signal cable 98f is therefore lo-
cated in openings in the projections 204, 222, 224 of the
capnut 38f, the guidance sleeve seal 68f and the mount-
ing ring 58f. In combination, these features serve to keep
the fibre optic signal cable 98f free from bends and kinks
in the vicinity of the injector 200. Furthermore, the pro-
jections 204, 222, 224 may be used to provide the correct
angular orientation of the injector 200 in the cylinder head
50 by locating in the groove 220, for example to ensure
that the fuel inlet 24 can be easily connected to a fuel
supply line (not shown).
[0077] Many modifications and alternative arrange-
ments lie within the scope of the present invention. In
particular, it will be apparent from the foregoing descrip-
tion that many different types of pressure sensor, includ-
ing types not explicitly described here, could be em-
ployed in the present invention.
[0078] For example, a pressure sensor could be pro-
vided which is similar to that shown Figure 3 but in which
the piezoelectric device has a repeating stack structure
with a plurality of signal electrodes alternately stacked
with a plurality of piezoelectric elements. Alternatively,
piezoresistive elements could be provided in place of pi-
ezoelectric elements. In that case, a current would be
passed between the signal and ground electrodes, via
the signal and ground conductors of the signal cable, in
order to determine the resistance of the elements and
hence the pressure acting on the diaphragm.
[0079] The pressure sensor may be wholly or partly
accommodated within a recess in the capnut, or wholly
or partly accommodated within a projection. For example,
when a deformable element in the form of a tube is pro-
vided, the tube may be accommodated in an annular re-
cess in the internal wall of the capnut. Similarly, when an
optical pressure sensor is employed, as in the eighth em-
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bodiment of the invention, the optical sensor may be lo-
cated within a recess of the capnut instead of in a pro-
jection of the capnut, or within a bore of the capnut as in
the third and fourth embodiments of the invention. A pres-
sure sensor may also be accommodated partly in a re-
cess in the capnut and partly in a projection of the capnut.
[0080] Although the fuel injector described with refer-
ence to Figures 11 and 12 has an optical pressure sensor,
a similar arrangement having a capnut with a projection
to accommodate the pressure sensor could be used for
an electrical pressure sensor. For example, such an ar-
rangement could be used if the pressure sensor were
too large or unsuitably shaped to be accommodated with-
in the cylindrical external envelope of a tubular capnut,
or if the signal cable were too large or inflexible to lie
substantially flat on the surface of the injector body.
[0081] As a further example, the diaphragm sensor de-
scribed in United States Patent No. US 6 622 558 B2
could be used in place of the pressure sensors described
with reference to Figures 3 to 6 of the drawings.
[0082] When a signal cable is present, the signal cable
may conveniently be self-adhesive to allow it to be easily
attached to the surface of the injector during assembly
of the injector. Alternatively, an adhesive layer could be
applied to the injector body or to the signal cable during
assembly, or the adhesive may be omitted or only applied
to portions of the signal cable. Straps or bands of metal
or polymer could be provided around the injector body
and the signal cable to keep the signal cable in place.
When the signal cable comprises one or more electrical
conductors, a ground conductor may not be present, for
example if the pressure sensor is in electrical connection
with an earth potential of the vehicle by way of the capnut
and the cylinder head.
[0083] A signal cable comprising one or more electrical
conductors, for example a flat, laminated signal cable,
may be provided instead of a fibre optic cable when an
optical pressure sensor is employed. In this case, means
for converting an optical signal provided by the pressure
sensor into an electrical signal are provided between the
pressure sensor and the signal cable.
[0084] If the capnut screws on to the injector body us-
ing a conventional screw thread arrangement, the flat-
tened region on the capnut and the terminal connection
may be misaligned as previously described with refer-
ence to Figure 1. Because the angular misalignment be-
tween the flattened region and the terminal connection
may vary between injectors, due to inconsistencies dur-
ing assembly, the invention contemplates the provision
of a range of signal cables, each having a circumferential
portion of a different length. In this way, during assembly
of the injector, a signal cable with an appropriate shape
can be selected, allowing the terminal connection to be
positioned in the correct orientation irrespective of the
capnut orientation.
[0085] The capnut and injector body may instead be
provided with complimentary calibrated threads so that,
after tightening, the flattened region of the capnut always

defines substantially the same angle with respect to the
terminal connection. In this case, a single type of signal
cable can be used for every injector. If the capnut and
injector body are threaded so that the flattened region
and the terminal connection lie along the same axis, a
straight signal cable, without a circumferential portion,
could be used. In a further arrangement, no threads are
provided, and instead the capnut is an interference fit on
the injector body. During assembly, such a capnut could
be set to an appropriate angular orientation before it is
pressed on to the injector body, so that the flattened re-
gion is aligned with the terminal connection.
[0086] More than one pressure sensor may be accom-
modated within the capnut. The location and arrange-
ment of the or each pressure sensor could differ from the
locations and arrangements described above according
to the requirements of accuracy of measurement, con-
venience of manufacture, reliability and so on. For ex-
ample, in the embodiment of Figure 9 where the defor-
mation of a tube in response to the combustion chamber
pressure is detected, a single strain gauge may be dis-
posed around the whole circumference of the tube, or a
plurality of smaller strain gauges may be located at an-
gular intervals around the tube. Furthermore, pressure
sensors of different types could be provided within the
same capnut. It may be convenient to provide a first pres-
sure sensor responsive to combustion chamber pres-
sures greater than atmospheric pressure, and a second
pressure sensor responsive to combustion chamber
pressures less than atmospheric pressure. For example,
a first pressure sensor could be provided in a recess or
a bore in the capnut wall, and a second pressure sensor
could be provided in a projection of the capnut. To this
end, the invention contemplates the combination of two
or more of the embodiments previously described in a
single fuel injector.
[0087] If more than one pressure sensor is provided,
then a complementary number of signal cables may also
be provided. Alternatively, a single signal cable with an
appropriate number of conductors, for example electrical
or optical conductors, to connect with all of the pressure
sensors could be used.
[0088] Although the fuel control function of the fuel in-
jector of the present invention has been described with
reference to the Applicant’s European Patent No. EP 0
995 901 B, it will be apparent that the invention could
also be implemented in fuel injectors with alternative ar-
rangements for controlling the flow of fuel. Indeed, be-
cause the pressure sensor and its associated compo-
nents are not located within the injector body, the fuel
control function of the injector is unaffected by the inte-
gration of the pressure sensor with the fuel injector and,
as a result, the present invention could be applied to sub-
stantially any fuel injector design having a capnut. For
example, the invention could be applied to an injector
without a nozzle housing, or where the nozzle housing
is integrated with the injector body. To this end, the in-
vention extends to a capnut having an integrated pres-
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sure sensor, suitable for fitment to an existing fuel injec-
tor, either to replace an existing capnut or to provide a
first or additional capnut. The invention relates to a capnut
arranged to accommodate a pressure sensor within the
capnut, by the provision of bores or recesses to accom-
modate a pressure sensor.

Claims

1. A fuel injector comprising an injector body (22; 22f),
a capnut (38; 38c; 38f), and a pressure sensor (72a-
f) exposed to pressure changes in a combustion
chamber (51) in use, wherein the capnut (38; 38c;
38f) is provided with a bore (102a, c) which accom-
modates the pressure sensor (72a-f) in the capnut
and outside the injector body.

2. The fuel injector of Claim 1, further comprising a sig-
nal cable (98; 98f) external to the injector body (22)
to connect with the pressure sensor (72a-f).

3. The fuel injector of Claim 2, wherein the capnut (38;
38c; 38f) is provided with a flattened region (108)
over which the signal cable (98; 98f) passes.

4. The fuel injector of Claim 2 or Claim 3, wherein the
injector body (22) carries an outer sleeve (66) and
the signal cable (98) passes between the injector
body (22) and the sleeve (66).

5. The fuel injector of Claim 2 or Claim 3, wherein the
injector body (22f) carries an outer sleeve (66f) hav-
ing a projection (222), the projection (222) having an
opening through which the signal cable (98f) passes.

6. The fuel injector of any of Claims 2 to 5, wherein the
signal cable (98; 98f) is adhesively attached to the
injector body (22; 22f).

7. The fuel injector of any of Claims 2 to 6, wherein the
signal cable (98) has a first portion (110) parallel to
a long axis of the fuel injector, a second portion (114)
circumferential to the injector body (22), and a third
portion (112) parallel to the first portion (110).

8. The fuel injector of any of Claims 2 to 7, wherein the
signal cable (98) comprises one or more flat, lami-
nated conductors (98, 104).

9. The fuel injector of any preceding claim, wherein the
pressure sensor (72a-f) comprises a deformable el-
ement (76a; 76b; 120; 210) which deforms in re-
sponse to a pressure change in the combustion
chamber (51), in use.

10. The fuel injector of any of Claims 1 to 9, comprising
a nozzle housing (28) defining a space (80; 134),

wherein the space is in communication with the com-
bustion chamber (51) and the pressure sensor (72a-
f), in use.

11. The fuel injector of Claim 10, including a sealing
washer (60) defining a clearance (82) between the
sealing washer and the nozzle housing (28), wherein
the combustion chamber (51) communicates with
the space (80; 134) by way of the clearance (82).

12. The fuel injector of any of Claims 1 to 11, wherein
the capnut (38) includes an internal wall having a
recess (70) and wherein at least a part of the pres-
sure sensor (72a; 72b) is accommodated within the
recess (70).

13. The fuel injector of any of Claims 1 to 12, wherein
the capnut (38f) includes an external wall having a
projection (204) and wherein at least a part of the
pressure sensor (72f) is accommodated within the
projection (204).

14. The fuel injector of any of Claims 1 to 13, wherein
the capnut (38) carries an internal thread to mate
with an external thread carried on a portion of the
injector body (22).

15. The fuel injector of Claim 1, wherein the capnut (38)
is provided with a recess (70a, c) to expose the pres-
sure sensor (72) to pressure changes in the com-
bustion chamber, in use.

Patentansprüche

1. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse, umfassend einen Einspritz-
düsenkörper (22; 22f), eine Hutmutter (38; 38c; 38f)
und einen Drucksensor (72a-f), der im Gebrauch
Druckänderungen in einem Brennraum (51) ausge-
setzt ist, wobei die Hutmutter (38; 38c; 38f) mit einer
Bohrung (102a, c) versehen ist, die den Drucksensor
(72a-f) in der Hutmutter und außerhalb des Einspritz-
düsenkörpers aufnimmt.

2. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach Anspruch 1, ferner um-
fassend ein Signalkabel (98; 98f) außerhalb des Ein-
spritzdüsenkörpers (22) zum Anschluss an den
Drucksensor (72a-f).

3. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach Anspruch 2, bei der die
Hutmutter (38; 38c; 38f) mit einer abgeflachten Re-
gion (108) versehen ist, über welche das Signalkabel
(98; 98f) verläuft.

4. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach Anspruch 2 oder An-
spruch 3, bei der der Einspritzdüsenkörper (22) eine
Außenhülse (66) trägt und das Signalkabel (98) zwi-
schen dem Einspritzdüsenkörper (22) und der Hülse
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(66) verläuft.

5. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach Anspruch 2 oder An-
spruch 3, bei der der Einspritzdüsenkörper (22f) eine
Außenhülse (66f) mit einem Vorsprung (222) trägt,
wobei der Vorsprung (222) eine Öffnung hat, durch
welche das Signalkabel (98f) verläuft.

6. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche 2
bis 5, bei der das Signalkabel (98; 98f) an dem Ein-
spritzdüsenkörper (22; 22f) angeklebt ist.

7. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche 2
bis 6, bei der das Signalkabel (98) einen ersten, zu
einer Längsachse der Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse paral-
lelen Abschnitt (110), einen zweiten Abschnitt (114)
am Umfang des Einspritzdüsenkörpers (22) und ei-
nen dritten, zu dem ersten Abschnitt (110) parallelen
Abschnitt (112) hat.

8. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche 2
bis 7, bei der das Signalkabel (98) einen oder meh-
rere flache geschichtete Leiter (98, 104) hat.

9. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der vorherge-
henden Ansprüche, bei der der Drucksensor (72a-f)
ein verformbares Element (76a; 76b; 120; 210) um-
fasst, das sich im Gebrauch als Reaktion auf eine
Druckänderung im Brennraum (51) verformt.

10. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 9, umfassend ein Düsengehäuse (28), das einen
Raum (80;134) definiert, wobei der Raum im Ge-
brauch mit dem Brennraum (51) und dem Drucksen-
sor (72a-f) in Verbindung steht.

11. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach Anspruch 10 mit einer
Dichtscheibe (60), die einen Zwischenraum (82) zwi-
schen der Dichtscheibe und dem Düsengehäuse
(28) definiert, wobei der Brennraum (51) durch den
Zwischenraum (82) mit dem Raum (80; 134) in Ver-
bindung steht.

12. Krafststoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 11, bei der die Hutmutter (38) eine Innenwand
mit einer Aussparung (70) aufweist und bei der we-
nigstens ein Teil des Drucksensors (72a; 72b) in der
Aussparung (70) aufgenommen ist.

13. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 12, bei der die Hutmutter (38f) eine Außenwand
mit einem Vorsprung (204) hat und bei der wenig-
stens ein Teil des Drucksensors (72f) in dem Vor-
sprung (204) aufgenommen ist.

14. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 13, bei der die Hutmutter (38) ein Innengewinde
trägt zum Zusammenpassen mit einem auf einem

Abschnitt des Einspritzdüsenkörpers (22) getrage-
nen Außengewinde.

15. Kraftstoffeinspritzdüse nach Anspruch 1, bei der die
Hutmutter (38) mit einer Aussparung (70a, c) verse-
hen ist, um den Drucksensor (72) im Gebrauch
Druckänderungen in dem Brennraum auszusetzen.

Revendications

1. Injecteur de carburant comprenant un corps d’injec-
teur (22 ; 22f), un écrou-capuchon (38 ; 38c ; 38f),
et un capteur de pression (72a-f) exposé aux chan-
gements de pression dans une chambre à combus-
tion (51) en utilisation, dans lequel l’écrou-capuchon
(38 ; 38c ; 38f) est pourvu d’un perçage (102a,c) qui
loge le capteur de pression (72a-f) dans l’écrou-ca-
puchon et à l’extérieur du corps d’injecteur.

2. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 1, com-
prenant en outre un câble à signaux (98 ; 98f) à l’ex-
térieur du corps d’injecteur (22) pour la connexion
avec le capteur de pression (72a-f).

3. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 2, dans
lequel l’écrou-capuchon (38 ; 38c ; 38f) est pourvu
d’une région aplatie (108), pardessus laquelle passe
le câble à signaux (98 ; 98f).

4. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 2 ou 3,
dans lequel le corps d’injecteur (22) porte un man-
chon extérieur (66), et le câble à signaux (98) passe
entre le corps d’injecteur (22) et le manchon (66).

5. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 2 ou 3,
dans lequel le corps d’injecteur (22f) porte un man-
chon extérieur (66f) ayant une projection (222), la
projection (222) ayant une ouverture à travers la-
quelle passe le câble à signaux (98f).

6. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 2 à 5, dans lequel le câble à signaux
(98 ; 98f) est attaché de manière adhésive sur le
corps d’injecteur (22 ; 22f).

7. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 2 à 6, dans lequel le câble à signaux
(98) comprend une première portion (110) parallèle
à un axe longitudinal de l’injecteur de carburant, une
seconde portion (114) circonférentielle au corps d’in-
jecteur (22) et une troisième portion (112) parallèle
à la première portion (110).

8. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 2 à 7, dans lequel le câble à signaux
(98) comprend un ou plusieurs conducteurs plats la-
minés (98, 104).
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9. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel le capteur
de pression (72a-f) comprend un élément déforma-
ble (76a ; 76b ; 120 ; 210) qui se déforme en réponse
à un changement de pression dans la chambre de
combustion (51) en utilisation.

10. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 9, comprenant un boîtier à buse
(28) définissant un espace (80 ; 134), dans lequel
l’espace est en communication avec la chambre de
combustion (51) et avec le capteur de pression (72a-
f) en utilisation.

11. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 10, in-
cluant une rondelle d’étanchéité (60) définissant un
jeu (82) entre la rondelle étanchéité et le boîtier à
buse (28), dans lequel la chambre de combustion
(51) communique avec l’espace (80 ; 134) au moyen
du jeu (82).

12. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 11, dans lequel l’écrou-capuchon
(3 8) inclut une paroi intérieure ayant un évidement
(70) et dans lequel au moins une partie du capteur
de pression (72a ; 72b) est logée dans l’évidement
(70).

13. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 12, dans lequel l’écrou-capuchon
(38f) inclut une paroi externe ayant une projection
(204) et dans lequel au moins une partie du capteur
de pression (72f) est logée dans la projection (204).

14. Injecteur de carburant selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 13, dans lequel l’écrou-capuchon
(38) porte un taraudage intérieur destiné à s’accou-
pler avec un filetage externe porté sur une portion
du corps d’injecteur (22).

15. Injecteur de carburant selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel l’écrou-capuchon (38) est pourvu d’un évide-
ment (70a, c) pour exposer le capteur de pression
(72) à des changements de pression dans la cham-
bre de combustion en utilisation.
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